Bile acid transport.
Bile acids undergo a unique enterohepatic circulation, which allows them to be efficiently reused with minimal loss. With the cloning of key bile acid transporter genes in the liver and intestine, clinicians now have a detailed understanding of how the different components in the enterohepatic circulation operate. These advances in basic knowledge of this process have directly led to a rapid and highly detailed understanding of rare genetic disorders of bile acid transport, which usually present as pediatric cholestatic disorders. Mutations in specific bile acid or lipid transporters have been identified within specific cholestatic disorders, which allows for genetic tests to be established for specific diseases and provides a unique opportunity to understand how these genes operate together. These same transporters may also prove useful for development of novel drug delivery systems, which can either enhance intestinal absorption of drugs or be used to target delivery to the liver or biliary system. Knowledge gained from these transporters will provide new therapeutic modalities to treat cholestatic disorders caused by common diseases.